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Workers’ Compensation Commission 
 
Net Present Value Table – 2% per annum  
Weeks 1 through 100 





1 0.9996  
2 1.9988  
3 2.9977  
4 3.9962  
5 4.9942  
6 5.9919  
7 6.9892  
8 7.9862  
9 8.9827  
10 9.9789  
11 10.9747  
12 11.9701  
13 12.9651  
14 13.9597  
15 14.9539  
16 15.9478  
17 16.9413  
18 17.9344  
19 18.9271  
20 19.9195  
21 20.9114  
22 21.9030  
23 22.8942  
24 23.8850  




26 25.8655  
27 26.8552  
28 27.8444  
29 28.8334  
30 29.8219  
31 30.8100  
32 31.7978  
33 32.7852  
34 33.7722  
35 34.7588  
36 35.7451  
37 36.7310  
38 37.7165  
39 38.7016  
40 39.6863  
41 40.6707  
42 41.6546  
43 42.6382  
44 43.6215  
45 44.6043  
46 45.5868  
47 46.5689  
48 47.5506  
49 48.5319  




51 50.4934  
52 51.4736  
53 52.4535  
54 53.4329  
55 54.4120  
56 55.3907  
57 56.3690  
58 57.3470  
59 58.3245  
60 59.3017  
61 60.2785  
62 61.2550  
63 62.2310  
64 63.2067  
65 64.1820  
66 65.1570  
67 66.1315  
68 67.1057  
69 68.0796  
70 69.0530  
71 70.0261  
72 70.9988  
73 71.9711  
74 72.9430  




76 74.8858  
77 75.8566  
78 76.8271  
79 77.7971  
80 78.7668  
81 79.7362  
82 80.7051  
83 81.6737  
84 82.6419  
85 83.6098  
86 84.5772  
87 85.5443  
88 86.5111  
89 87.4774  
90 88.4434  
91 89.4090  
92 90.3743  
93 91.3391  
94 92.3036  
95 93.2678  
96 94.2315  
97 95.1949  
98 96.1579  
99 97.1206  
100 98.0828  
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